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ABSTRACT 

 Presidential rhetoric is an important mechanism to communicate to the 

public the issues that matter to him and his government. Most of the literature 

has found that what the President says has small or inconclusive effects on the 

public opinion, especially in established democracies. In this document I take an 

initial step into studying how presidential rhetoric is designed in newer 

democracies. I study how President Alvaro Uribe in Colombia between the years 

of 2002 and 2010, tailored his rhetoric around emotional appeals, depending on 

the political scenario his government was facing.  After a content analysis of 

2,518 speeches delivered during his two terms, I found that President Uribe used 

hope and other positive emotional words during his reelection campaign, 

reducing the frequency of words that inflicted fear. When he faced scandals that 

affected the credibility of his government, he relied on making his political 

strategy and its achievements even more salient. I suggest that these findings 

not only give some initial clues into how political rhetoric is tailored in newer 

democracies, but also that the use of fear in conditions of pre-existent terror, 

potentially diminishes the political gains of fear mongering. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Politicians are usually known for their use of rhetoric as a mechanism of 

obtaining popular support. Since the times of the greek polis, the practice of 

exercising power and control over a group of people has been central to the idea 

of ruling a society. However, with the rise of democratic regimes, the importance 

of creating channels from which affect political behavior and opinion of voters has 

become essential. With the increasing importance of the media as a tool of 

promoting political ends, there has been a change in the way of doing politics, as 

political candidates running for office are able to reach wider groups of people 

with less effort. It is under these new technologies in media diffusion that 

presidential speeches obtained a wider exposure, and so did their potential 

impact. It is not strange that many political leaders now use technologies such as 

Twitter or Facebook to promote themselves and their political.  

Recent literature on presidential rhetoric and public opinion has studied the 

importance of presidents and their government to promote the discussion and 

relevance of certain issues in the public agenda, and by connection, on the 

legislative branch. What has been known as “agenda setting” focuses on 

studying the implications of an agent's discourse on the salience of determinate 

topics in a specific arena. In the American case, multiple studies have shown that 

presidents can influence the prominence of certain issues in the government, the 

media, and the people (Baumgartner & Jones, 1993; Kingdon, 1984). On the 
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effects of presidential rhetoric on economic and foreign policy, some studies 

have found weak relationships, especially in the times after the end of the Golden 

Age of television1 (Young and Perkins, 2005; Baumgartner, 2001; Edwards and 

Wood, 1999; Edwards, Mitchell and Welch, 1995; Baumgartner and Jones, 

2009). Addressing the implications on public opinion, Cohen (1995, 1997), Hill 

(1998) and Lawrence (2004) found a relationship between the content of the 

presidential speeches and public concern regarding specific policy issues for the 

period between 1953 and 2003 in the United States.2  

Another source of presidential rhetoric research has focused on domestic 

travel as a source of presidential support. This phenomenon of “going public” has 

increased in importance during the last 20 years, as many presidents have 

increased their willingness to travel and visit different US states as part of their 

strategy to get political support for their legislative agenda. Cohen and Powell 

(2005) found that presidential visits modestly increased their approval at a state-

level, but these effects seem to be only existent in large states and during non-

electoral periods. However, Rottinghaus (2008) finds that domestic travel never 

positively affected leadership. Nonetheless, even if these studies seem to find 

some sort of relationship between public opinion and presidential rhetoric and 

strategies, they are far from conclusive. Most of them agree that this impact 

tends to be limited, depending upon many other variables. 

                                                        
1 Riaño-Rodriguez (2014) finds that U.S presidents have the capacity use foreign assisastance to affect and determine 
Colombia’s political agenda through foreign aid, especially in themes related to drugs and terrorism. 
2 The speeches and periods of time analyzed vary according to the author. Cohen (1995) analyzes only speeches from 
the State of the Union for the period between 1953 and 1989. Lawrence (2004) studies the State of Union speeches from 
1946 to 2003.  
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Another trend in literature focuses on the emotional basis of opinion and political 

behavior. Some of these arguments are found in research conducted by Lazarus 

(1991), Lazarus & Lazarus (1994), and Marcus, Neuman, & MacKuen (2000), 

which find that emotions are produced by appraisals of events and situations, 

which will affect future reactions to similar events. González-Bailón et al. (2012), 

take a step further into the study of the emotional basis for public opinion, and 

examine the effect of emotions on the presidential approval ratings during a five-

year period for the United States. They conclude that emotional reactions to 

political events help to explain changes in presidential approval. This would 

support certain studies of political psychology, that find that fear has an impact in 

the outcome of political processes, as well as on the amount of leverage and 

discretion afforded to leaders by their constituents (Lupia, 2010, Brader 2005, 

Rahn 2000). From this strand of research, I conclude that presidential rhetoric 

appealing to emotions and especially fear is a source of political decision. 

Under this general review of the effects of presidential speeches and 

rhetoric, one can conclude that they have some (at least modest) effect on public 

opinion. However, the previously-mentioned research focus on a particular 

political scenario like the one in the US, and the conclusions that can be drawn 

from it, could be hardly applied to countries that face dissimilar political, 

demographic and societal characteristics. To start, most of these studies assume 

that the government has a consolidated presence throughout the country, in 

which case the institutions already put in place limit the possibilities of a politician 

to gather popular support through rhetoric. In other words, a politician would 
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probably have more chances of having an effect on a population that has not 

been actively included in the political and economic system. If a region of a 

country has never been included through institutional, a politician’s rhetoric 

promising to include them or provide to them services previously not provided, 

has a greater grade of appeal than in a population that already counts with what 

the politician is promising. This could easily fit into what political scientists 

analyzing developing countries could describe as populist techniques (Galindo 

(2006), De La Torre (2005), De La Torre (2009), Dugas (2003), Peruzzotti (2009) 

and Nasi (2007)). 

Even if some studies examine the effect of fear and anxiety in a context of 

threat on policy decisions (for example Huddy et al., 2007), there is not a study 

that analyzes how these emotions might have an effect in circumstances of 

constant threat or periods of prolonged violence (internal conflict). One may 

consider that in cases where violence has been prevalent, political discourses 

that appeal to emotions may have a different impact that in those cases of 

sporadic violence, as in the case of a terrorist attack (like 9/11, for example).  

Colombia has been immerse on an internal conflict for the last 60 years, 

after violence erupted between conservative and liberal factions throughout the 

country as the liberal-populist presidential candidate Jorge Eliecer Gaitán was 

assassinated in 1948. Following what has been known as the Bogotazo –coming 

from the destruction that the capital of the country, Bogotá, suffered after riots 

took the streets to protest the assassination of the liberal leader-, violence 

erupted through the country as both political parties blamed each other for the 
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assassination, creating conditions that ignited past conflicts, as both parties have 

fought throughout the history of the country for the control of power. Since that 

period, left guerrillas and right paramilitary groups were created in the country, 

submerging the nation into a conflict in which the guerrillas, the paramilitary 

groups and the government forces haven been unable to achieve a complete 

victory.   

 In this study I analyze how presidential rhetoric works in an environment in 

which the characteristics are not similar to the U.S, and on the contrary, follow 

the two conditions previously explained. I want to open the debate surrounding 

presidential rhetoric potentials and limits in developing countries. This study case 

is the Republic of Colombia under the presidency of Alvaro Uribe between 2002 

and 2010. The selection of this period is due to multiple factors. First , the 

Colombian political system until the 1990s was characterized as a two-party 

system (some authors call it semi-authoritarian, other semi-democratic). The 

National Front, as was named the mechanism created by the two main political 

parties to end the dictatorship in 1958, created an arrangement to divide and 

alternate power between the Liberal and Conservative parties, leaving aside 

other political parties, including the left.3 

Alvaro Uribe came to power under an independent movement outside of 

the two traditional parties, as they faced growing discontent in the 1990s 

(Mainwaring (2006)). The party crisis was a consequence of rising cases of 

corruption that threatened the presidency of the Liberal Ernesto Samper (1994-

                                                        
3 Even if the left has the possibility of running for power in the 1980s, there were multiple limitations for their participation 
in politics, including the using of violence, as was the case of the Union Patriotica-UP. During the second half on 1980s, 
thousand of political leaders linked to the UP were murdered or were forced to leave the country. 
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1998), the failed peace negotiations with the FARC of the conservative president 

Andres Pastrana (1998-2002), and the failure to control swelling levels of 

violence, insecurity and economic stagnation4 throughout the country.  

Second , President Uribe came to power under the promise of recovering 

peace and promoting development through the strategy known as “Seguridad 

Democratica”. This strategy’s selling point was the use of the military force to 

regain control over areas in which the illegal actors were increasingly influential. 

With the recovery of security, foreign investment would return to the country and 

development would take place. This strategy appeared as a solution to the failure 

of the peace negotiations between the FARC and the previous administration. 

The main goals of the government were then to win the war against the rebel 

groups, promote the presence of the State throughout the country and create a 

positive environment for investment. This image of the “savior” of the nation, and 

the hope for many of the Colombian citizens to be included and protected by the 

state, generated a scenario in which rhetoric appeals can be stronger than in 

those cases in which the government and its institutions have been historically 

present throughout the national territory. 

 Third , Álvaro Uribe’s two terms in the presidency have been a source of 

constant debate. Like any other politician he sought to engage with his 

constituents, but contrary to his predecessors he sought for a more direct kind of 

engagement, going public and appealing to the discontent with the ruling political 

classes (De La Torre, 2005). President Uribe's rhetoric, during his public 

                                                        
4 Colombia had an economic crisis in 1999, which affected the economy to levels not seen since the Great Depression, 
generating a reduction in the GDP of nearly 20%. Echeverri (2002) 
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appearances and especially in the “Consejos Comunitarios” became famous and 

almost a new routine in Colombia's way of doing politics. Almost every week the 

President was expected to deliver a speech to inhabitants in secluded areas of 

Colombia, mainly in regions that have suffered from previous abandonment from 

the state and its institutions. These areas also suffered of the continuous 

presence of guerrillas, paramilitaries and drug-related violence. The electorate in 

these regions was under the influence of violence for decades, and the possibility 

of security and prosperity might have resounded stronger than in areas that were 

less exposed to these conditions. The speeches of President Uribe became one 

his main tools to deliver his vision of what direction the country should go in, and 

they enabled him to have a closer contact with the electorate in crucial regions.5  

The mechanisms he used to preserve his political support enabled him to 

be reelected with broad popular support in 2006 and to promote the election of 

his chosen successor in 2010. At the same time, the political party created to 

promote his reelection (Partido de la Unidad Nacional, commonly known as 

Partido de la U) became the most important political party, gaining in both 

municipal and regional elections, as well as becoming the majority of Congress. 

This party continues its existence to the present, as the political party of the 

current president of the country who was proclaimed by former president Uribe 

as his successor (Juan Manuel Santos). In the legislative election of March 2014, 

Uribe’s newly-created political party “Centro Democratico” became the second 

most important force in the Senate (in a closed list whose head candidate was 

                                                        
5 They also allowed him to micromanage the expenses of the state in those regions, making him look as a more efficient 
administrator in the eyes of the locals, see for example Mejia et al. (2008) 
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Uribe itself) and obtained 19 seats in the House of Representatives. These are 

surprising results, taking into account that Uribe left the presidency almost 4 

years ago, and that the Partido de la U is still in existence and is the party of the 

ruling president. Even if many other explanations could be proposed in reference 

to the favorable public opinion of Alvaro Uribe, one plausible channel to explain it 

is the existence of a rhetoric that exploited the conditions of exclusion, violence 

and abandonment that only a hero could resolve. 

 It is at this point that this research starts, analyzing the content of the 

speeches of president Uribe and evaluating if they were tailored in such a way as 

to help the president, his party and his successor attain more political success. 

By doing so, I will aim to take an initial step into analyzing the rationale behind 

presidential rhetoric in Colombia and in developing countries. At the same time, 

studying the rhetoric in Uribe speeches will help to determine if he tried to make 

certain topics more salient to the public opinion. This thesis explores three main 

questions: Did President Uribe created a rhetoric tailored around the use of fear, 

anxiety and violence as mechanisms to portray himself as the savior of the 

country and the one to include the until-then abandoned citizens? Or does a 

context of prevalent violence and exclusion generate a scenario in which fear 

loses its capabilities to affect the public opinion? Does hope sells more in 

electoral periods in a society with prevalent levels of terror? 

My hypothesis is that the discourse of President Álvaro Uribe and the 

words he used were part of an intentional effort to set a framework in the public 

opinion. This framework helped him to preserve his, his party’s and his 
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successor’s political favorability. Even if some might argue that his discourse was 

the same throughout his presidential periods, I believe that during times were he 

faced political setbacks or adverse situations that affected his political future 

(such as his reelection in 2006), he focused on discourses that would boost his 

image as of the savior of the country and at the same time remind the public of 

the violence, exclusion and possibilities that the country still faced, which in the 

end favored his political chances. I argue that a context of prevalent violence, 

exclusion and terror increases the effects of presidential rhetoric on public 

opinion, but mainly through the appeal of positive emotions. I propose that under 

conditions of persistent fear, the profitability of fear mongering is reduced than in 

conditions when terror is sporadic.  

This document is divided in five sections, this introduction being followed 

by a more in-depth literature review regarding the topics discussed. The third 

section describes the data and methodology used to approach the analysis here 

proposed. The fourth chapter showcases the results obtained and discuss its 

possible implications, while the final section concludes and gives some potential 

areas for further research.  
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2. Literature Review 

 

Since the attacks in New York on September 11 2001, there has been a 

growing fear in the US public opinion. It is not uncommon the general sense of 

distress that the attacks created on American soil, and it is not uncommon the 

calls for attention by the political classes alerting of the possibility of future 

terrorist attacks in the country. In political campaigns it is recurrent to hear both 

sides of the American political system call for the defense of the American 

population and to constantly remind that such kind of attacks should never occur 

again on their territory. Glassner (1999) in his book “The Culture of Fear” called 

attention, even before the 9/11 attacks on how organizations, political groups and 

the media used fear through three mechanisms to achieve particular goals. In the 

case of politicians, in what he calls one of the multiple “peddlers of fear”, they 

exaggerate statistics and issues in order to call attention to a certain project or 

cause that goes according to their political beliefs. One of his most interesting 

cases of study is the “war against drugs” and how despite the levels of drug use 

has been diminishing in the last decades, it is still ranked as one of the 

fundamental concerns of the American public. Again, Glassner (2004) ranks the 

importance of politicians, organizations and institutions as promoters of the 

generalized sense of fear that tap into Americans’ moral insecurities for their own 

benefit. 

In the revised version of his book in 2010, he studied how in the aftermath 

of 9/11 the rhetoric or strategy used to instill fear on the American public made a 
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U-turn and rather than fearing the insiders of the country, the ones that used to 

be feared for child-abuse, obesity, road rage and even shark attacks, the fear 

shifted toward foreigners. In the new era, foreigners rather than local were the 

ones to fear, and were also the ones to be portrayed as the enemies of the 

American way of living. There has been a multiplicity of studies that analyze this 

situation for the American case, and even for some developed countries, but a 

systematic and statistical approach to the use of fear as a mechanism to achieve 

political goals needs to be tested for developing countries. 

The case of Colombia not only seems interesting as it represents a 

developing country, but also because it has particular conditions that set it out as 

an outlying and unique case. Despite many similarities to other developing 

countries that face internal armed conflicts, the Colombian state has been able to 

maintain a democratic government, upholding regular elections, despite the high 

rates of criminality, insecurity and violence. At the same time it is interesting as 

the enemy in the Colombian case follows the logic of the terrorist, portraying the 

other as one that goes against the interests of the citizens of good will, but in this 

case being the other a citizen of the same country, a deviated version of the 

Colombian of good-will.   

This section will analyze the existent literature on presidential rhetoric, the 

different methods for presidents to appeal to public opinion and the use of fear as 

a mechanism to achieve specific goals, especially political. However, it is 

noteworthy to understand that much of the existent literature on this area study 

the cases of North America or other developed democracies, which gives an 
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area for further analysis within democratic theory. I also analyze how rhetoric 

changes between electoral and non-electoral periods. 

2.1. Presidential Rhetoric 

Cohen (1995) finds that presidents affect public opinion by mentioning a 

certain topic rather than by expressing the details of the president's opinion. 

However, he finds that these effects only last when they refer to international 

affairs, but tend to fade faster when they involve other issues. According to this 

author, if a president wants to preserve and promote the salience of an issue, he 

must continuously transmit its prominence to his constituents. Edwards (2003) on 

the contrary affirms that presidential rhetoric does not have any influence on 

public opinion and usually the discourses of the president reflect the stands 

already held by the public. He concludes that the possibility of the president to 

alter public opinion is limited and mediated by the attention given by the media.  

McLeod (1991) studies the ways in which rhetoric during the 1988 

presidential campaign resembled the rituals persistent in societal relationships 

where an individual tries to achieve power in a particular arena. He concludes 

after analyzing the rhetoric used by the Democratic and Republican candidates 

to the presidency that “the arena within which the Presidential politics is played is 

a liminal field in which the manipulation of emotionally charged symbols serve as 

the moves on the chess board. Strategies, tactics, moves and countermoves are 

played with political rhetoric and ritual in an attempt to reach emotionally charged 

idealities (...)”(McLeod 1991, 40). In this way, the arena in which presidential 
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campaigns take place is plagued by manipulations of emotionally charged 

symbols that help to connect to the voting public. 

2.2 Rhetoric during electoral and non-electoral per iods 
 

Jerit (2004) analyzes the rhetoric of presidential candidates using as a 

framework what the “survival of the fittest argument”, that takes into 

consideration that during campaigns, politicians not only create and fabricate 

their campaigns so that they can be directed toward certain groups of people, but 

rather that they use certain emotions (especially those related to anger or fear) to 

create effects on partisan and uncommitted voters, arguing that the emotions that 

politicians pretend to evoke with the campaign rhetoric are more invariant and 

that usually entailed emotions with longer survival than other types of arguments. 

Cronin and Genovese (1998) argue that the abilities needed by a 

candidate to get elected are not the same required for a president to be efficient. 

A politician looking to be elected needs to promise whatever is necessary to 

secure votes. Edwards (2012) claims that campaigns are focused on only one 

goal, which is to win elections. But governing involves paying attention to multiple 

goals. In government, presidents must speak on many issues and to multiple 

audiences simultaneously. Contrary to what happens during campaigns, the 

president cannot choose to avoid controversial issues. Olson et al. (2012) find 

that in the case of Obama, the differences between presidential campaign 

rhetoric and governing rhetoric are caused by the specifics of the political 

environment.  In the case of the US, it seems that there is a difference between 

the rhetoric used during campaigns and that used as the president is in power. 
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During electoral periods, rhetoric tends to be focused on promising “anything” in 

order to achieve and gain popular support. It seems that in the case of Colombia, 

the electoral promises seem to be also connected to the promise of one of the 

most desired commodities: security. As I will see in Chapter 4, in the case of 

Alvaro Uribe, security, peace and union were fundamental parts of his reelection 

rhetoric as elections came closer. 

2.2. Public Opinion and Communication  
 

Democratic theory supposes that political citizenship is based on the 

rationalization and consideration of the political positions showed by different 

candidates and their parties. In a way, democracy is supposed to be based on 

the existence of a rational citizen that takes the information available to him and 

makes political decisions based on a process in which the options are considered 

and evaluated. This assumes that many voters stand by and act upon ideological 

basis.  

Nonetheless Converse (1964), in The Nature of Belief Systems in Mass 

Publics, argues that most of the people neither adhere to a set of beliefs that 

connect to an ideology nor they have a clear understanding of what an ideology 

might be. Most people do not have strong belief systems; that is, they do not 

think ideologically. He distinguishes five types of voters, which go well beyond 

the usual dichotomy between conservative and liberal, finding that the different 

kinds of voters are a function of the level of information and the interest in 

politics. The ideologues understand belief systems and hold ideologically 

consistent beliefs; the near-ideologues express understanding of the liberal-
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conservative belief system, but hold contradictory beliefs that cast doubt on their 

understanding; the group interest hold political beliefs based on their perception 

of a political party’s position in relation to their identity group; the nature of the 

times base their political beliefs on their perception of party response to major 

political events of the time; and the no-issue content have almost no 

understanding of the different positions,  and vote based on personal 

characteristics. The author finds that most of the citizens fall into the last three 

voters' classification.  

Additionally, Converse (1964) finds that the set of beliefs and ideologies 

proposed by the elites do not mirror in the masses, which would mean that the 

usually conceived perception of persuasiveness does not work in a direct and 

unidirectional way between parties and populace. Despite finding that those that 

have superior knowledge base their opinions in ideological frameworks, such 

characteristic is not common across all the groups. Interestingly, the level of 

political sophistication is positively correlated with the respondent's level of 

education, degree of political involvement, and amount of political information. 

This fact is even more relevant when considering that Converse (1962) 

concludes that those that are moderately informed are the ones that have the 

higher chances of being persuaded. According to this author, the well informed 

are highly committed in advance to certain political parties or ideologies; the less 

informed are also unlikely to be persuaded as they rarely encounter information 

or messages that are directly targeted towards them.  
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These understandings of the American voter are interesting as they not 

only help to question the prevalent image of the voter in democratic theory, but 

also as they help to understand the effects of parties and elites on public opinion 

and political behavior. However, even if these assumptions might apply to the 

American voter, the Latin-American voter or even the Colombian voter does not 

follow the same characteristics. The abilities of a politician to affect and influence 

the public can be mediated through the existence of direct channels, especially 

through phenomenon like populism and caudillismo in Latin America.  

2.3. Going public 
 

According to the last section, Presidents could be seen as elite political 

leaders with limited contact with its constituents. Nonetheless, there is a trend of 

literature that studied how political leaders are becoming more public in order to 

attain political gains. Kernell (1997) argues that increasingly American presidents 

have used different tactics pass the legislation of their interest, especially through 

appealing directly to the voters in order for them to scare Congress. He calls this 

the strategy of going public, in opposition to the process of negotiation that 

should take place between the legislative and the executive. The president 

chooses this strategy over other as bargaining has more advantages in the long-

term, but presidents are usually more interested in short-term gains. Barret 

(2005) finds that presidents Carter, Reagan and Bush rarely appealed to the 

American citizens to support or oppose legislation. However they found that 

presidents were more likely to use public appeal as a legislative weapon when 

they were supporting a given proposal, especially if it was their own.  
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Barrett and Peake (2007) examine the local newspaper coverage of 

domestic presidential travel of George W. Bush in 2001. After analyzing the 

content, tone, length and favorability of local coverage, the authors find that 

presidential trips usually receive a positive and extensive coverage on local 

printed outlets. However this effects tends to be mediated by the availability of 

adversarial sources and more importantly to this research, by the chronology of 

such visit, especially if those travels occurred after the 9/11 terrorist attacks. This 

more positive local newspaper coverage seems to be connected to a greater 

state-level approval. Cohen and Powell (2005) examine the effect of presidential 

travel on state-level approval between 1981 and 1999, finding that trips only have 

a positive, modest and statically significative effect when they take place during 

non-electoral periods and particularly in larger states.  

Rottinghaus (2008) evaluates the implications of different kinds of 

presidential strategies and tries to understand which one is the most effective 

mechanism to enhance presidential leadership. Contrary to the findings of other 

authors, he finds that strategies involving domestic travel do not positively affect 

leadership success, but he still finds consistent results showing that national 

televised addresses are the most effective strategy to enhance presidential 

leadership. However, and consistently with Young and Perkins (2005), he finds 

that the effect of national televised presidential speeches tend to be lessen with 

the decline of the Golden Age of Television. According to the latter, the effects of 

presidential rhetoric exist, but they work differently and with a lesser effects as 
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cable television became available to wider sectors of the population, who were 

not obligated to watch and listen to the presidential speeches.  

In this case I will like to show that the possible effects that a president can 

have on public opinion and support might be mediated by the existence of 

different levels of institutionalization at a local level. In the case of Colombia, the 

presence of the government and its institutions are still one of the fundamental 

challenges. Under this scenario, the impact of what in the literature has been 

called the “going public” effect might be mediated by the initial conditions under 

which the president takes the task of going to the grassroots and interacts 

directly with the people. In many aspects the consequence of having initial 

institutional conditions where the parties and the government institutions are 

weak, creates conditions that are favorable for the rise of political actors that 

appeal to emotions and feelings from the populace. 

2.4. Emotions and Public Opinion 

In the last couple of years, there has been resurgence in the study and 

analysis of emotion-based political decisions. Kinder (1998) called attention on 

the lack of studies that tackle the effect of emotions in the formation process of 

opinion. In his opinion, political science has left aside the impact that emotions 

can have on an individual political behavior. Even if there has been an advance 

in the methods used to understand and measure the impact of emotions, going 

from panel data to experimental studies, there is far from a consensus on how 

emotions might affect political behavior. At the same time, studies that seek to 

understand how politicians try to use different emotions to achieve certain 
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changes in citizens' behavior are just starting to become important in recent 

literature.  For example, Affective Intelligence Research studies the ways in 

which emotions affects behavior and reasoning, based on the studies that 

understand emotions as the motivating force of human action (Elster, 1999; 

Frank, 1988: Turner and Stets, 2006). 

Renshon et al., (2014) explores the effects of anxiety on political beliefs, 

particularly on anti-immigration attitudes. They found that through experimentally 

induced anxiety has a negative impact on political beliefs connected to 

immigration, arguing that ¨anxiety/fear could lead to negative selective-retrieval 

bias, which makes anxious individuals more likely to interpret ambiguous 

information in a negative threatening manner” (Renhson et al. 2014, 13). De 

Castella, McGarty and Musgrove (2009) suggest “fear-arousing communication 

may be selectively employed by political leaders with the strongest fear appeals 

used at time of heightened political uncertainty, conflict, and declining support for 

the government and their policies” (p. 22). All of these findings are consistent to 

what other have found regarding the appeal of using fear to decrease dissent 

and diminish the impact of criticism (Furedi, 1997), promote social and political 

cohesion as well as increasing support for the policy agenda (Jackson, 2005) 

and to foster the implementation of counterterrorist practices (Flyghed, 2005) 

Since the September 11 attacks, there has been an increasing concern 

over the use of fear as a fundamental part of the political discourse in the U.S. As 

Píau (2007) recalls “Legislators, government officials, political candidates, 

interest groups, lobbyists, and numerous elements of the private sector have 
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sought to use the fear of terrorism as a means to pursue a variety of agendas”. 

(p.217) Renshon (2006) when describing the strategy implemented during the 

Bush administration in the years that followed the 9/11 attacks based on the 

“ideology of the offensive”. For the administration the only path towards peace 

and security involves the necessity and inevitability of taking the initiative to take 

action. The strategy implemented during the government of Alvaro Uribe in 

Colombia seems to be similar. The was against terrorism was imperative in order 

to recover peace and security, just as much as it was for the Bush Administration 

to fight against terrorism around the world. 

As I have seen, there seems to be a consensus regarding the effects of 

emotions on political decision. Nonetheless, Brader (2005) puts some doubt into 

how these conclusions are not driven by pre-existent terrorist acts. This author 

analyzes how political ads can affect the behavior and choices of citizens, 

without a preexistent event that promotes emotions (like a terrorist attack). Using 

experimental methods during times of election he tries to analyze how the 

positive or negative content of a political add influences the political decision and 

involvement of an individual. He finds that signaling enthusiasm motivates 

participation and enforces existing loyalties, on the contrary, prompting fear 

stimulates vigilance. Based on this, I suggest that in conditions where fear has 

not been already aroused, positive emotions can also generate political 

consequences. This is enlightening to my research, as it shows that recent 

literature only bases its results on events that have already taken place, and that 

politicians decide to capitalize on. They are also based on assumptions of 
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previous non-continuous fear. In other words, these studies assume that the 

society is not used to these kind of fearful events. The effects of using fear on a 

society that is already fearful or used to fear inducing events might be different 

that the ones assumed in the literature; this could be the case of Colombian 

society. 
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3. Data Description and Preliminary Analysis 

3.1. Data and Grouping 
 

As part of this project, I have organized and analyzed a total of 2,518 

documents. I obtained these speeches from the website of the Secretary of the 

Presidency. All of the speeches were available online until recently, when the 

website was updated to only include the discourses of current President Santos. I 

used a programming software that allowed us to download all of the website 

formatted documents and to then transform them into a text readable version. 

Each document then was individually named based on the date it was delivered, 

to then analyze them with a software programming language for statistical 

computing.6 

All of the documents contain information regarding a general description of 

the theme stated, the date, as well as the location where the speech was 

delivered. Departing from this information, the data was organized by date, by 

location, and according to a set of common categories of topics that were 

generally referenced inside of the documents. The speeches are divided into the 

following seven different groups: Military, Community Councils, International 

Relations, Government, Televised Addresses, Congress, and Declarations.  

                                                        
6 I use R software, an open-sourced programming software that is commonly used in statistical analysis in economics, 
computing and recently in political science. 
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Following is a detailed explanation of these groups: 

• The “Military” group includes all of the speeches that were delivered 

directly to the military, (including the national police). In sum, this category 

represents all of the speeches that had as its audience the military and 

police forces personnel. There are a total of 197 discourses delivered 

under this category. 

• The “Community Councils” category entails all of the speeches 

delivered by President Uribe during his two periods in office as part of the 

government effort to engage with communities and their demands 

regarding public policy. As part of these efforts, President Uribe and a 

group of his ministers traveled to different regions of the country to listen 

to communities’ demands and opinions. These speeches represent the 

desire of the central government to micromanage expenses and decision-

making at the local level. It is argued that as Colombia underwent a 

Military
Community 

Councils
International 

Relations
Government

Televised 
Address

Congress Declarations Total

2002 15 14 4 51 1 0 0 85
2003 20 39 11 208 7 1 7 293
2004 33 39 38 237 4 1 2 354
2005 27 37 19 260 2 1 1 347
2006 28 26 11 215 3 1 1 285
2007 21 32 13 234 5 1 2 308
2008 20 31 17 188 2 1 2 261
2009 24 39 21 249 0 1 0 334
2010 9 38 2 201 0 1 0 251

Total 197 295 136 1843 24 8 15 2518

Table 1. Number of Speeches by Category (2002-2010)
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process of decentralization since the 1990s, these community councils 

represent a re-centralization of decisions that otherwise should have been 

the responsibility of the local governments. I will analyze a total of 295 

community councils’ speeches, despite government data that argues that 

there were 306 of these meetings. 

• The “International Relations” group involves all of those speeches 

delivered by Uribe in foreign countries. Even if there are some speeches 

carried out in Colombia that were meant for foreign officials or 

personalities, they are not considered in this International Relations group. 

The speeches in this category are meant for and aimed at a foreign 

audience in a foreign country. The reasoning behind this category rises 

from the idea that the President might have tailored his discourse in a 

particular manner for an international audience, since the Colombian 

situation is usually perceived differently for outsiders than to those that 

reside in the country (there may (?) also be important differences in the 

discourses between rural and urban areas in Colombia). There are 136 

discourses that fall into this category. 

• The largest category in this analysis is composed of those 

discourses that fall under the group of government discourses. This group 

contains all of the speeches that fail to fall into the other groups, 

representing public appearances by the president in a wide range of public 
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events that take place within Colombian territory7. This category contains 

a total of 1,843 documents. 

• “Televised Addresses” represents a small group of discourses that 

were televised on national television. Most of them are related to important 

events, since the president rarely addresses the nation on television. Only 

24 discourses were nationally televised during President Uribe’s two terms 

in office. 

• The “Congressional” category is composed of the speeches given 

by the president in the inauguration of the congressional sessions every 

20th of July for Independence Day. There were a total of eight 

congressional sessions during Uribe’s presidency. 

• “Declarations” are formal statements or announcements made by 

the President at the end of meetings. They are clearly stated as 

declarations in the title and body of the texts documented.  In this category 

I find 15 declarations. 

3.2. Preliminary findings 

Throughout his presidential terms, I can see that the increase and 

reduction in the number of total speeches is a positively correlated with similar 

patterns with the speeches under the government label (see Chart 3.1). This 

correlation seems to apply to the other groups, as there is a relationship between 

them and the total number of discourses per year. Nonetheless, the amount of 

                                                        
7 In this group there is a diverse corpus of discourses delivered at meetings with different groups, inaugurations of public 
works, commemoration of the deaths and birthdays of Colombian personalities, inaugural words at music festivals and the 
yearly discourse at the International Evangelical Congress in Colombia. 
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Community Councils speeches tends to be less correlated with the total amount 

of speeches pronounced in each year. For example, during the years of 

ections (2006 and 2010), there is a decrease in the number

speeches delivered (in 2010 this could be explained by President Uribe having 

been in power only for 7 months of that year), but the volume of community 

councils does not diminish at the same rate as all of the other categories. 

Since President Uribe commenced his first presidential term in August of 

only analyze 85 texts, a number that is relatively small 

compared to the other years during his presidency. In 2010, despit

power until August, he gave a total of 251 speeches in 7 months, a relatively 

impressive number compared to previous years. This is an initial indicator of 

Uribe’s more public persona in the latter years of his second presidential term. 
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In the case of military speeches, even though they tend to follow the 

trends in the other categories, in 2006, they increased in number while the other 

categories diminished. However, in 2007 and 2008 the number of discourses 

under the military category diminished, while the others grew (measured in 

absolute and relative terms, Tables 2 and 3). I suggest that this may potentially 

be related to the scandal of the “Falsos Positivos” that became public between 

2007 and 2008.  This scandal consisted of members of the military forces 

promising poor or mentally impaired civilians from excluded areas of the country 

job offers in other areas of the country; once they accepted the proposals they 

were transported to areas of insurgency presence, where they were killed and 

presented as insurgents killed during conflict, in an effort to increase the number 

of fatalities and receive promotions (as the system’s success relied on body 

count). 
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The proportion of each one of the categories stays pretty much stable 

throughout the period, Government discourses being the most important group. 

The category that corresponds to the Community Councils is the second most 

important, with an average of close to 12 percent of the total during the two 

presidential terms, having its lowest ratio in last year of the Uribe’s first 

presidency. The third category with the highest percentage of the total discourses 

is the Military group, with an overall participation of 7.82 percent, having its 

lowest proportion in 2010 and its highest in 2002. Those discourses that fall 

under the International Relations group have an average contribution of 5.4 

percent to the total, reaching its highest proportion in 2004 and its lowest in 2010. 

The remaining three groups have a marginal and rather stable performance 

during the two terms, each one generally contributing with less than 1 percent of 

the total speeches. The only atypical rate is the one for Presidential Addresses in 

2003, which doubles the one in 2002. This atypical rate is likely the result of the 

FARCs attack to the Club El Nogal in Bogotá in February of 2003. The bombing 
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of one of the most prestigious and elite clubs in Colombia was one of the first 

bomb attacks in the capital of the country since the terrorist attacks by the drug 

cartels during the first half of the nineties. The attack demonstrated the capacity 

of the guerrilla group to implement terrorist strategies in the heart of Colombia’s 

political, financial and economic center. 

 

An interesting and probably more realistic way to see how these 

categories behaved between 2002 and 2010 is to measure the weighted growth 

rate of the number of speeches between years (Table 4.). This measurement 

does not only take into account the growth between the years, but also the 

proportion of each group on the total amount of discourses. As I previously 

mentioned , in 2006 all of the categories had negative growth in comparison with 

2005, except for those discourses under the military category. Against the 

negative growth rates in the number of speeches observed in most of the 

variables in the previous years, in 2009 the number of speeches in all of the 

categories experienced positive growth rates, to then experience significant 
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negative growth rates in 2010 (these negative growth rates are in part the result 

of only having documents for the seven months that Uribe was in power in that 

year). 

As I have seen from a preliminary analysis of the data covering the two 

presidential terms, most of the speeches follow similar rise and fall trends. 

However, there are some important distinctions that should be noted, as they 

may be explaining other possible political factors behind the behavior of the 

number of speeches delivered by president Uribe during his time in office. First, 

in the years that lead up to presidential elections (2006 and 2010), the variation 

in the amount of Community Councils speeches tend to be weaker than in the 

other categories. The amount of Community Councils discourses does not 

depend as strongly on electoral cycles. Second, the quantity of discourses 

directed towards military personnel has some interesting trends after 2005, 

especially in 2006 and 2007, when they have contrary tendencies than the ones 

observed for the other groups. I argue that this pattern might be the result of 

human rights violations scandals that heavily affected the image of the military. 

Third, during the time of the reelection in 2006, President Uribe become less 

public and reduced the number of speeches he delivered. On the contrary, 

around the time of the election of his successor in 2010, the number of speeches 

had a sharp increase. In sum, I could claim that part of his strategy for his 

reelection in 2006 was to be less public; while in 2009 and 2010 his strategy was 

to become more active, perhaps as a mechanism to promote and preserve the 

“Uribismo” and its favored candidate. 
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3.3. Geographical Distribution of the Discourses 
 

One of the campaign promises of President Uribe was to recover security 

throughout the country while establishing the authority of the central government 

in those regions where there was a lack of state presence. After the failed “Peace 

Process“ under President Pastrana’s administration (1998-2002), the kidnapping 

of Presidential candidate Ingrid Betancourt and the increasing numbers of 

kidnappings and violence in rural and urban areas, President Uribe election 

came across (or came out?) with a message of “Mano firme y corazón grande” 

(Strong Hand, Big Heart). The discourse managed by the Uribe campaign relied 

mainly on the need to search for a military solution to the internal conflict after the 

failed negotiation with the FARC. Nonetheless, he tried to argue that he was not 

promoting war, but rather he was promoting order and citizen authority.8 

Since the Constitution of 1991, one of the main concerns of the 

government was to promote the decentralization process, not only through the 

promotion of decentralized management of expenses and direct transfers from 

the central government to municipal entities, but also through the decentralization 

of political practice. The Constitution allowed for democratic election of governors 

that historically were not directly elected. 9  All of these reforms sought to 

ameliorate the extremely centralized character of the Colombian government and 

its institutions, especially in regions of the country that barely had any state 

presence. Nonetheless, many of these attempts met with little success, as they 

                                                        
8  Revista Cambio (2001) “Ni paras ni guerrilleros” interview with Alvaro Uribe Vélez. Recovered June 21st  2013: 
http://www.colombia.com/especiales/elecciones_2002/perfiles/uribe/entrevistas.asp 
9  Direct election of mayors began in 1988. 
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often generated even higher levels of corruption and violence (Gamarra, 2006, 

and Gonzáles, 2001). 

Once elected, Uribe promised to rally the country and visit those areas 

that were until then avoided by government officials. The presence of the 

President in remote areas meant to give an image of a more actively present 

government. It sought to promote the idea that if the President of the country was 

able to visit those remote areas, anyone could do the same. As a proxy variable 

of the capability of Uribe to fulfill his promises, I have geographically organized 

the speeches he gave during his terms. This is possible since all of the speeches 

contain the date, topic of the speech, and the location where it was delivered.  

Accordingly I can see that President Uribe visited all of the departments of 

the country at least twice during his time in office. Nonetheless, the difference 

between the numbers of speeches delivered in remote areas against those 

delivered in the principal regions (Bolivar, Antioquia, Valle and Bogotá) is 

miniscule. The speeches delivered in the capital of the country account for nearly 

45% of the total speeches during the two periods, distantly followed by Antioquia 

(9.65%), Bolivar (specifically the resort city of Cartagena) (8.74%) and those that 

took place outside of the country (5.40%). Interestingly enough, those 

departments with high levels of subversive presence like Tolima, Huila, Cesar, 

Cauca, Cordoba and Nariño shared nearly 7 percent of the total speeches 

delivered. Uribe did visit most of the country, but the content of the speeches and 

the effects he achieved were not only indicative of the presence of the 

government, but rather of him becoming the head of the public expenditures. 
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2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 Total%	of	total

Amazonas 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 5 0.20%

Antioquia 6 29 31 39 30 30 22 26 30 243 9.65%

Arauca 0 3 0 2 1 1 1 2 0 10 0.40%

Atlántico 4 8 6 9 12 4 9 8 10 70 2.78%

Bolívar 4 25 25 27 30 24 29 32 24 220 8.74%

Boyacá 1 4 2 2 3 6 0 4 0 22 0.87%

Caldas 1 5 2 3 2 3 4 3 5 28 1.11%

Caquetá 0 1 4 2 3 3 1 0 1 15 0.60%

Casanare 0 2 0 1 0 0 1 2 1 7 0.28%

Cauca 0 4 1 7 1 5 2 5 5 30 1.19%

Cesar 2 2 4 4 4 5 5 1 2 29 1.15%

Chocó 1 1 2 4 1 1 1 2 2 15 0.60%

Córdoba 0 4 6 4 0 1 3 6 4 28 1.11%

Cundinamarca 1 12 5 10 5 8 3 12 6 62 2.46%

Guainía 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0.08%

Guaviare 1 0 6 1 0 0 1 1 1 11 0.44%

Huila 0 1 3 7 3 5 2 6 2 29 1.15%

Guajira 1 2 4 0 1 2 0 4 3 17 0.68%

Magdalena 2 2 10 5 6 7 13 9 1 55 2.18%

Meta 0 4 2 2 1 5 3 4 2 23 0.91%

Nariño 2 0 5 2 0 2 4 5 1 21 0.83%

Norte de Santander 3 3 2 5 5 2 1 2 2 25 0.99%

Putumayo 0 2 3 2 2 0 1 2 0 12 0.48%

Quindío 1 2 3 1 3 3 2 3 2 20 0.79%

Risaralda 1 2 5 7 4 2 3 3 3 30 1.19%

San Andrés y Providencia 1 4 5 3 0 2 2 1 2 20 0.79%

Santander 1 6 10 7 8 5 2 9 7 55 2.18%

Sucre 1 2 1 1 0 5 3 6 1 20 0.79%

Tolima 0 4 2 5 2 4 2 4 1 24 0.95%

Valle del Cauca 2 16 19 16 11 17 8 15 6 110 4.37%

Vaupés 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 3 0.12%

Vichada 0 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 0.16%

Bogota 44 129 146 146 135 143 114 135 125 1114 44.24%

International 4 11 38 19 11 13 17 21 2 136 5.40%

85 293 354 347 285 308 261 334 251 2518 100.00%

Table 5. Number of Speeches Delivered by Department and % of Total (2002-2010)
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4. Text analysis of the discourses of President Uri be (2002-2010): Rhetoric 
tailoring before and after electoral periods 

 

As I discussed in the previous chapter, I organized and analyzed a total of 

2,415 speeches over the course of this research. The fundamental aim of this 

document is to study how the use of different words and terms changed during 

the time of Alvaro Uribe’s presidency, particularly during electoral periods.  

In order to accomplish this, I studied the complete corpus of speeches, as 

well as the different groups into which I divided them. This section, Chapter 4, 

illustrates the primary findings of this research, beginning with a discussion of the 

most frequent words during Uribe’s presidential terms. I then proceed to examine 

the various groups in which I divided the discourses, comparing the various 

words used during the two presidential periods, against the 6 months before the 

presidential elections in 2006 and 2010 10 . Finally, I compare the word 

frequencies in all the discourses (without distinguishing by groups) delivered 

within the 6 months, 3 months and 1 month prior to Election Day, as well as 

those speeches carried on 1 month and 3 months after elections took place (for 

2010 I studied 2 months after instead of 3 months, as Uribe left the presidency in 

August 2010, and elections took place in May 28th 2010). 

 

                                                        
10 In the body of this chapter I only analyze the results for Community Councils, International Relations and Government, 
as they are the ones that count with more observations. The cases of Declarations, Televised Addresses and Military are 
available in the Annex. In the first two groups I count with few speeches, reducing the possibility of inferring any 
conclusions. Additionally, as there are elections during which I do not have any speech in these groups in the 6 months 
previous to an election, it is not possible to compare between elections and the average frequencies. The Colombian 
Constitution in its Article 219 states that members of the military and the police are not eligible to vote or to participate in 
the activities of political parties. Even if the examination of these discourses goes beyond the aim of this Chapter, the 
rhetoric of Uribe to this audience gives some insight into how those in charge of enabling the security strategy were 
engaged by the president. 
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4.1 General Findings for the Discourses (2002-2010)  
 

 

Throughout his presidency Alvaro Uribe engaged with his constituents in a 

constant and almost daily manner. As I previously mentioned, one of his 

fundamental public policies was “Seguridad Democratica” (Democratic Security). 

The aim of Democratic Security was to reduce the capabilities of the insurgent 

groups and increase the presence of the government and its forces in its territory. 

As expected, security is one of the words that are consistently used by Alvaro 

Uribe’s rhetoric during his two presidential terms (See Figure 4.1 and Annex 1). 

Interestingly, words such as terrorismo (terrorism), terrorista (terrorist), violencia 

(violence), guerrilla, FARC and paramilitares (paramilitaries), that were part of his 

security strategy are not as commonly used as expected, especially considering 

the campaign under which he ran for office. 

Nevertheless, his security policies were also related to his economic and 

social policies. Therefore, as security conditions improved in the country, a more 

positive scenario for international investment could be created. According to his 

views, security would bring confidence and in return this would bring more 

investment and ultimately greater economic growth. It is then interesting to 

observe that inversion (investment), confianza (thrust), comercio (commerce) 

and economia (the economy), are so fundamental in his rhetoric. Moreover, even 

if the improvement of social indicators during his presidency is questionable11, 

                                                        
11 See for example, CINEP-Programa por la Paz. 2010. El legado de las políticas de Uribe: Retos para el Gobierno 
Santos. Bogotá, Colombia; Angulo, Roberto, Alejandro Gaviria and Liliana Morales. 2013. La década ganada: evolución 
de la clase media y  las condiciones de vida en Colombia, 2002-2011. Documentos CEDE No. 50. Universidad de los 
Andes, Colombia; Escobar, Andrés and Mauricio Olivera. 2013. Gasto Público y Movilidad y Equidad Social. Documentos 
CEDE No. 9. Universidad de los Andes, Colombia. 
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Uribe’s discourse constantly mentioned words that emphasized the importance 

educacion (education), salud (health), empleo (employment), 

(poverty) and generally on the word social. The general population and 

many authors have emphasized the military character of his political strategy, but 

his rhetoric does not leave aside the economic and social aspects of his policies. 

Uribe’s oratory not only focuses on promoting the military part of his plan, but it 

also emphasizes the economic and social facets of his political strategy.

Figure 4.1 Most Frequently Used Words in Alvaro Uri be’s Di
(2002-2010) 

However, to assume that the discourse of President Uribe during his two 

presidential terms did not change would be inaccurate. In order to show that his 

Uribe’s discourse constantly mentioned words that emphasized the importance 

(employment), 

The general population and 

many authors have emphasized the military character of his political strategy, but 

mic and social aspects of his policies. 

Uribe’s oratory not only focuses on promoting the military part of his plan, but it 

also emphasizes the economic and social facets of his political strategy. 

Figure 4.1 Most Frequently Used Words in Alvaro Uri be’s Di scourses 
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rhetoric did have some changes between these two periods, I will analyze 

separately the speeches delivered between August 7th 2002 and August 6th 

2006 (his first presidential term); and between August 7th 2006 and August 6th 

2010 (his second presidential term). During the first period, Uribe and his 

supporters were able to change the Colombian Constitution in order for him to 

run as an incumbent during the presidential elections of 2006. In October of 

2005, the Colombian Constitutional Court approved the change to the 

Constitution, and therefore Uribe became the first Colombian politician to run for 

reelection in consecutive terms. Before the election in 2010, some of Uribe’s 

supporters tried to alter the Constitution to allow him to run for a second 

reelection, but the Court did not accept the amendment in this occasion. Uribe 

then backed his then political protégé and former Defense Minister, Juan Manuel 

Santos. 

During his first term (see Figure 4.2 and Annex 2), Uribe’s rhetoric gives 

more preponderance to words like terrorismo (terrorism), fuerza (force), social 

programs like Familias en Accion12, and the technical education system (Sena- 

Servicio Nacional de Aprendizaje). In general terms, there is far less use of 

inversion (investment), confianza (thrust) and economia (the economy) than the 

observed when the two periods are studied jointly and when compared to the 

word frequencies during the second period. This reaffirms that despite that words 

like inversion and social preserve their prevalence in the rhetoric during the two 

                                                        
12 Familias en Accion is a welfare program that benefits certain families that qualify as the poorest in the country. They are 
eligible to receive a monthly monetary aid in exchange for improvement in nutrition and school attendance of the minors in 
the household. The program started with those under extreme poverty conditions and currently covers nearly 2.6 million 
households in the country.  According to Garcia and Hall (2010) and Contreras and Maitra (2013), the program has 
accounted for reduction in malnutrition and an increase of school attendance of. Familias en Accion resembles similar 
programs implemented in Latin America like Bolsa Familia in Brazil and Oportunidades in Mexico. 
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presidential terms, in the first term words like terrorismo, fuerza and social 

inclusive programs (like Familias en Accion and Sena) are more frequent. The 

significance of these words in the texts portrays an image of a president that 

wanted, at least during his first period, to keep in the public agenda the acts of 

terrorism, the need for force, while simultaneously depicting himself as someone 

with a social agenda beyond security. 

Figure 4.2 Most Frequently Used Words during the fi rst Presidential term of 

Alvaro Uribe (2002-2006) 
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During his second term (see Figure 4.3 and Annex. 3), as I have 

previously mentioned, Uribe put more emphasis on words like inversion and 

inversionista (investor), reforma (reform), confianza (thrust), those related to the 

economy (economia, prosperidad, bancos, crisis, comercio and credito) and 

those that focused on justice and rights (justicia and derechos, particularly on 

derechos humanos human rights). The frequency of these words shows that 

during his presidency, Uribe took into account the implications that the Falsos 

Positivos had on his image, and instead of ignoring the topic, he decided to talk 

about it, but without decreasing the frequency of the components of his security 

and social strategy. Simultaneously, texts related to terrorism and violence 

became less important when compared to the frequency of other words. In an 

adverse political environment, where scandals like the Falsos Positivos came to 

light, the rhetorical strategy of Uribe was not to ignore the topic, but to talk about 

it and at the same time make ever more present the basis of his political strategy 

of security, investment and social inclusion. 

Even though a more in-depth study of the causality between the use of 

certain words and the media exposure of certain scandals goes beyond the 

scope of this research, I can show that during the second term there is an 

increase of words that relate to these scandals. Whether, this increase is a 

consequence of the media covering the scandal or a mechanism to portray the 

government as the one making the scandals public, Uribe did not become mute 

to the Falsos Positivos and rather he increased the prominence of security, 

human rights, and justice in his rhetoric. However, he did decrease the relative 
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frequency of words that related to terrorism, violence and the use of force. In the 

absence of major scandals during his first term, he was able to direct his rhetoric 

towards the security component of his strategy, where the remembrance of 

terrorism and the need for force was more prevalent. 

 

Figure 4.3 Most Frequently Used Words during the se cond Presidential 

term of Alvaro Uribe (2002-2006) 
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of words that characterize social and policy issues rather than those regarded to 

the security agenda. The Community Councils usually took place in areas 

outside of the main urban areas (Bogota, Medellin, Cartagena, Cali and 

Barranquilla), usually were the state did not have a strong presence. One would 

think that a way to engage with a population that has suffered from violence and 

state abandonment is through fear and remembrance of violence. Nonetheless, 

Uribe engaged with the population through a dual method, appealing to the need 

for security and the end of guerrilla violence, but also through language that 

revealed how these Community Councils worked as tools to micro manage public 

expenses. Considering the concentration of the speeches and the context 

analysis of Community Councils I argue that these speeches reoriented public 

expenditures, making the president the head of public expenditures and 

infrastructure, instead of promoting decentralization. 

When I compare the frequency of words in this group between the 

average of all the years against the electoral years, I find that during electoral 

years some words become more prominent. For example, words like seguridad 

and social increase their frequency in the discourses, going from 0.41 in both 

cases between to 2002 to 2010, to 0.49 and 0.46 respectively in 2006 and 

increasing to 0.64 and 0.5 respectively in 2010. This means that in electoral 

years, the rhetoric in Community Councils focused more heavily on both topics. 

Nevertheless, even if there was an increase during both presidential elections, 

the increase was superior in 2010. 
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In 2006 there are three interesting outliers in the word frequencies that 

shed some light on the rhetorical strategy of Uribe during his reelection in 2006. 

Words like terror, unidad (union) and paz (peace) became common in the 

discourses delivered by Alvaro Uribe in Community Councils in the 6 months 

prior to the presidential elections. An increase in all of these words might be 

puzzling at first glance, as they represent opposing views. Nonetheless, in the 

case of Uribe’s discourse they are not exclusive, since they all represent ideas 

that support different stages in his security strategy. In order to overcome terror, 

it is necessary for the constituents to be united around the incumbent president if 

they want to achieve the historically desired peace. Uribe as an incumbent ran 

around a rhetoric of peace, but without forgetting that citizens rallying against 

terror and for security was essential to achieve it. 

The important increase observed in 2010, especially for seguridad, goes 

along with the findings in the previous section of this chapter. When a scandal 

affects the credibility of the security policy of the administration, Uribe brought 

even more attention to the issue of security. At the same time, the word terror 

(that includes variants such as terrorism, terrorist/s and terror) became less 

prominent. This could be understood as an intention to reduce the anxiety in an 

electorate already apprehensive – an electorate that questioned the success of 

the military strategy. In other words, when his political strategy was under attack, 

it seems that Uribe increased the frequency and relevance of words related to his 

whole  social, economic and security strategy, instead of trying to create union 

around security and against terrorism. 
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4.2. International Relations 

Another important source of political rhetoric comes from what a leader 

says in the international arena. Outside of Colombia, President Uribe faced a 

different audience and looked for support for his security strategy. The war 

against terrorism was in full swing after the 9/11 attacks in New York City in 2001 

Word Global % Word Global % Word Global %

gobierno 0.92 politica 0.49 seguridad 0.64
social 0.41 seguridad 0.49 trabajar 0.64

seguridad 0.41 social 0.46 salud 0.51
vamos 0.4 trabajar 0.42 social 0.5
publico 0.36 esfuerzo 0.39 politica 0.38
poder 0.35 salud 0.35 inversion 0.32

trabajar 0.34 terror 0.28 reformar 0.27
nacional 0.33 democratico 0.28 acuerdo 0.24
politica 0.31 publico 0.28 hospital 0.23
llegar 0.31 cobertura 0.25 violenciaa 0.22
patria 0.29 congres 0.25 eps 0.21
ayudar 0.28 accion 0.24 fuerza 0.21
nuevo 0.27 faltar 0.24 ayudar 0.2
ahora 0.25 unidad 0.23 crisis 0.2

congreso 0.25 ayudar 0.23 droga 0.19
familia 0.24 carreter 0.23 familia 0.19

inversion 0.24 inversion 0.21 empleo 0.18
alcalde 0.24 paz 0.21 sector 0.18
salud 0.24 tierra 0.2 avanzar 0.18

esfuerzo 0.24 subsidio 0.19 democratico 0.17
quedar 0.22 avanzar 0.18 esfuerzo 0.17

problema 0.22 policia 0.17 economia 0.17
departamento 0.21 transparente 0.17 secuestrar 0.17

empezar 0.21 pagar 0.16 paz 0.17
terror 0.21 municipio 0.16 terror 0.17

avanzar 0.2 democracia 0.15 medico 0.17
hecho 0.19 economia 0.14 lograr 0.16

ver 0.19 derrotar 0.13 narcotrafico 0.16
necesitar 0.18 ley 0.13 policia 0.16

fuerza 0.18 proyecto 0.13 congreso 0.15

Table 6. Most Frequently Used of Words of Interest and Global Frequency (2002-2010 versus 
electoral years - % of the group corpus of words du ring the given period)

2002-2010 2006 2010
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and the 3/11 terrorist attacks in Madrid in 2004. As expected, and in line with the 

security strategy of Uribe´s presidency, terror is one of the most frequently used 

words during the span of his 8 years in office. It is even more surprising if I take 

into consideration that it surpasses in frequency the word inversion, since 

investment, especially foreign direct investment, was one of the key drivers of the 

Colombian economy during first decade of the 2000s. Also, attracting foreign 

investment was fundamental in the chain that connected security and economic 

growth. 

In 2006, the speeches delivered outside of the country before the 

presidential Election Day had a rather different approach to the one observed 

between 2002 and 2010. In the “international rhetoric” of 2006 I observe a rather 

positive and non-violent focused discourse. Words like integracion (integration), 

armonia (harmony), unidad (unity), union and equidad (equity) become salient in 

Uribe’s rhetoric outside of the country. On the contrary, in the 6 months previous 

to the presidential election of 2010, Uribe’s discourse goes back to words that 

are according to the political framework he promoted throughout his presidency. 

Words like inversion, seguridad, terror, confianza and narcotrafico (drug 

trafficking) return to center stage when it comes to his international audience. As 

the international audience became more critical of Uribe’s presidency, especially 

after human rights violations and corruption scandals during his second term, he 

reminded the international audience of the pillars of his strategy and the need for 

it. 
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Word Global % Word Global % Word Global %

seguridad 0.74 integracion 0.99 inversion 2.17

social 0.68 venezuela 0.96 politica 0.94

terror 0.65 comun 0.85 seguridad 0.9

inversion 0.53 social 0.7 acuerdo 0.86

politica 0.48 relacion 0.67 importar 0.86

democratico 0.43 unidad 0.61 democratico 0.62

trabajar 0.41 ayudar 0.5 social 0.62

democracia 0.32 chavez 0.47 avanzar 0.57

unidad 0.31 comercio 0.47 crisis 0.57

mundo 0.3 equidad 0.47 terror 0.57

publico 0.29 pobreza 0.47 economia 0.53

confianza 0.29 politica 0.41 reformar 0.45

droga 0.27 union 0.38 mundo 0.41

esfuerzo 0.26 democracia 0.35 esfuerzo 0.37

acuerdo 0.25 suramericana 0.35 pueblo 0.37

derecho 0.25 petroleo 0.32 comun 0.33

avanzar 0.25 combustible 0.29 confianza 0.33

economia 0.23 desarrollo 0.29 derecho 0.33

paz 0.22 economia 0.29 internacional 0.33

sector 0.21 mercosur 0.29 pobreza 0.33

familia 0.21 acuerdo 0.26 deficit 0.29

guerrilla 0.21 confianza 0.26 reparacion 0.29

derrotar 0.2 vision 0.26 trabajar 0.29

ley 0.19 esfuerzo 0.23 victima 0.29

reformar 0.19 mundo 0.23 defensa 0.25

lucha 0.18 narcotrafico 0.23 desempleo 0.25

transparente 0.18 avanzar 0.2 endeudar 0.25

secuestrar 0.17 erradicaracion 0.2 extranjero 0.25

humanos 0.17 trabajar 0.2 libertad 0.25

justicia 0.17 armonia 0.18 prosperar 0.25

paramilitar 0.16 bilateral 0.18 respetar 0.25

integracion 0.16 capacidad 0.18 combatir 0.21

accion 0.15 ciudadano 0.18 derrotar 0.21

fuerza 0.14 conjunto 0.18 dificultad 0.21

libertad 0.14 decision 0.18 enfrentar 0.21

faltar 0.13 democratico 0.18 latinoamericana 0.21

pobreza 0.13 dialogo 0.18 narcotrafico 0.21

comercio 0.13 exportar 0.18 petroleo 0.21

crecimiento 0.13 tierra 0.18 revolucion 0.21

FARC 0.12 turismo 0.18 criminal 0.16

2002-2010 2006 2010

Table 7. Most Frequently Used of Words of Interest-  Average 2002-2010 versus electoral years 
(% of the group corpus of words during the given pe riod)
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4.3. Government 

 

 

 

Word Global % Word Global % Word Global %

social 0.56 importar 0.51 inversion 0.74

seguridad 0.54 unidad 0.42 seguridad 0.71

inversion 0.54 seguridad 0.4 politica 0.52

politica 0.4 trabajar 0.34 social 0.48

trabajar 0.36 social 0.32 trabajar 0.34

reformar 0.3 esfuerzo 0.29 violencia 0.31

esfuerzo 0.29 TLC 0.29 acuerdo 0.26

sector 0.28 politica 0.28 reformar 0.24

ayudar 0.27 comun 0.27 avanzar 0.24

confianza 0.25 inversion 0.26 emple 0.23

avanzar 0.22 democratico 0.24 sector 0.22

democratico 0.22 economia 0.21 democratico 0.22

familia 0.21 acuerdo 0.19 crisis 0.21

empres 0.21 exportar 0.16 economia 0.2

economia 0.19 terror 0.16 nacional 0.2

congres 0.18 buscar 0.16 estudio 0.2

terror 0.18 venezuela 0.16 educacion 0.2

ley 0.17 familia 0.15 salud 0.19

lograr 0.17 lograr 0.15 libertad 0.18

emple 0.16 congres 0.15 ayudar 0.18

salud 0.15 salud 0.15 esfuerzo 0.18

educacion 0.14 confianza 0.15 lograr 0.18

construir 0.14 generar 0.14 paz 0.17

faltar 0.14 faltar 0.14 prosperar 0.17

internacional 0.14 ley 0.14 derecho 0.17

unidad 0.14 avanzar 0.14 revolucion 0.16

crecimiento 0.13 plan 0.13 ley 0.16

paz 0.12 internacional 0.13 fuerza 0.15

fuerza 0.12 crecimiento 0.13 guerra 0.14

derecho 0.12 permitir 0.12 infraestructur 0.14

Table 8. Most Frequently Used of Words of Interest and Global Frequency (2002-2010 versus 
electoral years - % of the group corpus during the given period)

2002-2010 2006 2010
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4.4. Analysis of the rhetoric before and after elec toral periods (2006 and 

2010) 

During the course of this Chapter I have analyzed the changes in the 

discourses for several groups in the 6 months previous to the Election Day. 

Nonetheless, this approach does not showcase how rhetoric changes through 

time as elections approach. As I try to deal with this shortcoming, I analyze how 

the frequencies of words changes in 6 months, 3 months and 1 month previous 

to both electoral contends. This will allow us to see how Uribe put more 

emphasis on certain topics as elections were approaching, tailoring his rhetoric in 

a way to increase his or his party’s possibilities.  

It is clear that any politician would do everything in his power to increase 

his political chances, but what is not completely clear is how fear can or cannot 

work in a nation that has faced conflict for long periods of time. As I discussed in 

Chapter 2, literature finds that fear mongering increases as politicians face 

challenges to his policies or decreases in his popularity. Nonetheless, in a case 

where violence is a constant, fear and hope are two sides of the same coin. Fear 

can indeed work to promote political agendas, but how does fear work when a 

reelection campaign approaches? Does fear produce the same effects in 

conditions of previous violence and terror? Can a rhetoric that appeals for unity 

and hope be more profitable that one that appeals to fear, especially when you 

encounter a charismatic-caudillo leader? 

During the months that led to the 2006 elections (table 4.4), there are 

certain words that increase their frequency as the elections came closer, while 
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others did not change or even decrease. One of the interesting cases is the word 

unidad, as it increased from 0.3 six months previous to the election to 0.7 one 

month before election day, after the election took place the word frequency is no 

longer listed in the top 150 words. Avanzar (to advance) went from 0.13 three 

months before elections to 0.2 one month before elections, it continued 

increasing one month after elections, but three months after elections it goes 

back to its pre-elections levels. Another relevant word is TLC- Tratado de Libre 

Comercio (the Free Trade Agreement between Colombia and the U.S.). The 

frequency of this word goes from 0.25 in December of 2005 to 0.46 in April 2006; 

its frequency is not longer relevant one month after the election.  

On the other side, words like seguridad, terror and economia did not 

change its frequency during the period studied. It seems that during the 

reelection campaign in 2006, most of the campaign rhetoric was based on an 

idea of unity and the need to keep moving on, but without forgetting or putting to 

much impetus in security, violence and the economy. As it comes, Uribe’s 

rhetoric based itself on emotions of hope, as the possibility of reelecting him was 

the channel to keep moving on against terrorism and insecurity. The rhetoric 

during this electoral cycle was tailored in order to move the emotions and hopes 

of an electorate that rallied around a charismatic figure. During this period, the 

electorate is not yet aware of scandals still to come to public light.
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Word Global % Word Global % Word Global % Word Global % Word Global %

seguridad 0.5 unidad 0.59 unidad 0.7 fuerza 0.57 reformar 0.43
unidad 0.38 tlc 0.4 trabajar 0.67 policia 0.48 social 0.4
politica 0.36 seguridad 0.35 seguridad 0.54 estimulo 0.34 publico 0.39
social 0.35 publico 0.28 tlc 0.46 inversion 0.32 seguridad 0.37
trabajar 0.34 social 0.28 venezuela 0.44 tarea 0.31 inversion 0.34
publico 0.32 inversion 0.27 inversion 0.42 trabajar 0.31 politica 0.28
esfuerzo 0.3 economia 0.25 economia 0.29 seguridad 0.29 fuerza 0.28
democratico 0.29 negociar 0.24 exportar 0.29 ayudar 0.28 ayudar 0.24
inversion 0.25 venezuela 0.24 politica 0.29 avanzar 0.28 confianza 0.22
tlc 0.25 esfuerzo 0.24 social 0.28 confianza 0.26 tarea 0.21
ayudar 0.23 politica 0.23 democratico 0.28 transparente 0.22 tributaria 0.2
necesitar 0.22 exportar 0.23 comercio 0.27 compromiso 0.21 crecimiento 0.2
terror 0.21 comercio 0.22 acuerdo 0.26 amor 0.21 democratico 0.2
sector 0.21 ayudar 0.21 construir 0.25 cumplir 0.2 esfuerzo 0.18
economia 0.2 acuerdo 0.2 esfuerzo 0.22 politica 0.2 policia 0.18
familia 0.19 democratico 0.19 faltar 0.21 esfuerzo 0.19 ley 0.18
salud 0.17 empresa 0.18 avanzar 0.2 democracia 0.19 transparente 0.18
acuerdo 0.17 terror 0.18 confianza 0.19 consejo 0.17 internacional 0.18
comercio 0.17 credito 0.17 salud 0.19 social 0.17 bancos 0.17
confianza 0.17 salud 0.16 terror 0.19 afectar 0.17 democracia 0.17
recursos 0.16 faltar 0.14 generar 0.18 reflexion 0.17 avanzar 0.17
congreso 0.15 construir 0.14 crecimiento 0.18 congreso 0.16 cumplir 0.17
subsidi 0.15 avanzar 0.13 negocio 0.17 democratico 0.16 comun 0.16
cumplir 0.15 congres 0.13 recursos 0.17 desmovilizar 0.16 economia 0.16
faltar 0.15 familia 0.13 bancos 0.17 familia 0.16 proceso 0.16
venezuela 0.15 mundo 0.13 empleo 0.17 ley 0.16 desarrollo 0.16
exportar 0.15 ley 0.13 ayudar 0.16 oportunidadad 0.16 oportunidadad 0.16
avanzar 0.14 capital 0.12 paz 0.16 construir 0.16 familia 0.15
democracia 0.14 confianza 0.12 ATPDEA 0.16 desarrollo 0.16 accion 0.14
accion 0.14 bancos 0.12 derecho 0.16 justicia 0.15 construir 0.14
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Table 9. Word Frenquency in different time periods before and after Presidential Elections of 2006 (% of the specific corpus)

6 months previous 3 months previous 1 month previous 1 month after 2 months after
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In the months leading the 2010 presidential election the rhetoric of 

President Uribe was not nearly as hopeful and emotional as the one tailored for 

the 2006 elections. The frequency of words like seguridad and inversion increase 

their frequency at a steady rate; they respectively went from 0.74 and 0.65 six 

months before the election to 0.88 and 0.75 one month before it. The word terror 

did not have any changes in the period of study, and stayed around the same 

levels even two months after the election. However, other words related to terror 

did appear in those months leading to elections, such as lucha (fight) and guerra 

(war). All of these changes portray a completely different scenario to the one 

where a highly popular and charismatic incumbent is running for the presidency. 

6 months previous 3 months previous 1 month previous 1 month after 2 months after

Democratic Security
seguridad 0.5 0.35 0.54 0.29 0.37

social 0.35 0.28 0.28 0.17 0.4
inversion 0.25 0.27 0.42 0.32 0.34

Emotional Words
terror 0.21 0.18 0.19 - -
unidad 0.38 0.59 0.7 - -
trabajar 0.34 - 0.67 0.31 -

paz - - 0.16
avanzar 0.14 0.13 0.2 0.28 0.17
Others

tlc 0.25 0.4 0.46 - -
venezuela 0.15 0.24 0.44 - -

Table 10. Word Frenquency in diffe rent time periods before and after Presidential Elections of 2006 (% of the 
specific corpus)
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Word Global % Word Global % Word Global % Word Global % Word Global %

seguridad 0.74 seguridad 0.72 seguridad 0.88 inversion 0.68 inversion 0.55
inversion 0.65 inversion 0.72 inversion 0.75 seguridad 0.67 seguridad 0.54

politica 0.51 politica 0.54 politica 0.59 politica 0.44 trabajar 0.47

social 0.47 social 0.46 trabajar 0.5 fuerza 0.44 politica 0.44
trabajar 0.38 trabajar 0.41 social 0.47 trabajar 0.43 social 0.42
patria 0.33 violencia 0.33 democratico 0.31 social 0.39 fuerza 0.38
violencia 0.31 democratico 0.24 avanzar 0.29 armada 0.35 publico 0.26
poder 0.29 crisis 0.24 fuerza 0.28 acuerdo 0.26 ayudar 0.25
acuerdo 0.26 avanzar 0.24 reformar 0.24 comun 0.25 reformar 0.22
salud 0.25 empleo 0.22 crisis 0.24 avanzar 0.25 empres 0.21
reformar 0.23 reformar 0.22 empleo 0.22 confianza 0.23 sector 0.21
avanzar 0.23 publico 0.21 esfuerzo 0.22 ayudar 0.23 generar 0.2
empleo 0.21 economia 0.2 policia 0.21 generar 0.23 confianza 0.2
crisis 0.21 prosperar 0.19 economia 0.2 violencia 0.22 avanzar 0.2
sector 0.2 libertad 0.19 violencia 0.2 democratico 0.2 dialogo 0.19

fuerza 0.2 salud 0.18 ley 0.19 camin 0.19 acuerdo 0.18
economia 0.2 derecho 0.17 derecho 0.19 prosperar 0.19 educacion 0.18
paz 0.19 ayudar 0.17 internacional 0.19 derecho 0.19 democratico 0.17
esfuerzo 0.19 fuerza 0.17 prosperar 0.18 familia 0.19 salud 0.17
derecho 0.17 paz 0.17 droga 0.18 reformar 0.18 faltar 0.17
libertad 0.17 revolucion 0.17 pobreza 0.18 salud 0.18 internacional 0.16
educacion 0.17 esfuerzo 0.17 ayudar 0.17 terror 0.17 violencia 0.16
prosperar 0.16 terror 0.15 problema 0.17 turismo 0.17 familia 0.16
familia 0.15 guerra 0.15 revolucion 0.17 pobreza 0.16 construir 0.15
terror 0.15 pobreza 0.15 salud 0.17 lograr 0.16 esfuerzo 0.15
camino 0.15 ley 0.14 terror 0.17 crisis 0.15 pobreza 0.15
historia 0.15 familia 0.14 familia 0.16 economia 0.14 derecho 0.15
ley 0.15 infraestructura 0.14 lucha 0.15 faltar 0.14 terror 0.14
revolucion 0.14 internacional 0.14 educacion 0.15 internacional 0.14 crisis 0.14
guerra 0.14 lucha 0.14 confianza 0.13 apoyar 0.14 economia 0.14
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Table 11. Word Frenquency in different time periods  before and after Presidential Elections of 2010 (%  of the specific corpus)

6 months previous 3 months previous 1 month previous 1 month after 2 months after
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As Uribe was finishing his second presidential term and a third term was 

not possible, his rhetoric focused on the ideas he pretended to preserve rather 

than on the need for the nation to rally behind him. In a few words, he was trying 

to reelect his ideas and not himself. In this case the rhetoric before the election 

was tailored in order to bring to public agenda concepts that made part of his 

strategy, specially the Seguridad Democratica. Fear or hope were not the driving 

force behind the discourse, but it seems that during the last months of his 

presidency he decided to remind his audience of his strategy, and by doing so to 

open the space for his former protégé to come to power and defend his strategy.  

As President Santos came to power and took a different turn, and Uribe left 

power and saw an abandonment of his project, he decided to go back to fear 

mongering. As an outsider to power he did not have to rely on hope, but rather 

on the immense rhetorical and political possibilities that come with fear. 

 

6 months previous 3 months previous 1 month previous 1 month after 2 months after

Democratic Security
seguridad 0.74 0.72 0.88 0.67 0.54

social 0.47 0.46 0.47 0.39 0.42
inversion 0.65 0.72 0.75 0.68 0.55

Emotional Words
terror 0.15 0.15 0.17 0.17 0.14

violencia 0.31 0.33 0.2 0.22 0.16
trabajar 0.38 0.41 0.5 0.43 0.47

paz 0.19 0.17 - - -
avanzar 0.14 0.13 0.2 0.25 0.2

Table 12. Word Frenquency in diffe rent time periods before and after Presidential Elections of 2010 (% of the 
specific corpus)
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5. Conclusions and further areas of research 

 

In recent years the importance and relevance of presidential rhetoric has 

taken a turn, as new statistical methods for content analysis have come about. 

Most of the resulting literature that has studied the impact of presidential rhetoric 

on public opinion has found limited effects. In the case of the United States, a 

great amount of recent research has observed how fear mongering was used as 

a political strategy during the Bush Administration, especially after the terrorist 

attacks of 9/11. The use of fear and emotion to move the electorate has been 

traced back to the presidential campaign of incumbent Lyndon Johnson in 1964. 

During his campaign, the Johnson campaign aired a commercial – popularly 

known as Daisy Girl – of a little girl picking the petals of a daisy flower while 

counting each petal slowly, as she finishes counting the petals, another voice 

starts counting down for a missile launch. The commercial was intended to 

portray his opponent as someone that favored the possibility of starting a nuclear 

War13. Many argue that this commercial, even if it was only aired once, was 

partially responsible for the landslide victory over his opponent Republican Barry 

Goldwater.  

The effects of fear on political decision and public opinion are a wide-open 

area for research, not only in the United States and other developed political 

systems, but also in transitional and newer democracies. How politicians adapt 

                                                        
13 The commercial ends with Johnson saying: "These are the stakes! To make a world in which all of God's children can 
live, or to go into the dark. I must either love each other, or I must die." The voice of another man then says: "Vote for 
President Johnson on November 3. The stakes are too high for you to stay home." 
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their discourses in the latter democracies in order to make the best use of 

emotions, especially fear, is also still a somewhat uncharted area. Most of the 

existing literature finds that politicians use fear on a free-will basis, attempting to 

raise support for his political purposes. However, as Lupia and Menning (2009) 

find, most of these studies are based upon the assumption that politicians take 

advantage of terrorist events that have already taken place. This suggests that I 

do not know much about how politicians tailor their discourses to take advantage 

of fear when a terrorist event has not taken place or in a case where violence 

and terrorism are constant and ever-present. The latter case is the one of 

Colombia, a country that has struggled with 50 years of internal conflict between 

the government and leftist guerrillas, and with drug related violence and the 

creation of paramilitary groups.  

Does fear work the same way in a society that has struggled with violence 

and terrorism? Is it as advantageous for a popular incumbent politician to tailor 

his rhetoric around fear in an already fearful society? Is it more profitable to use 

positive words as elections approach? In this study I sought to provide the first 

step into studying how the rhetoric of one of the most popular presidents in 

Colombia’s recent history changed during his two terms in power. To do so I 

systematized 2,518 discourses delivered by President Uribe during his two 

terms. These speeches were then organized in seven different groups according 

to the topic they address, the date and the location where they were delivered. 

Once I did this I used a software programming language for statistical 

computing that enabled us to find frequencies and other statistics from the texts. 
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At the same time, this programming language allowed us to manage the 

speeches and organize them by time periods and groups. By doing so I 

compared and evaluated the discourses finding words frequencies to establish 

changes in their patterns between electoral years and the whole corpus of 

speeches. 

This analysis suggested that the rhetoric of Alvaro Uribe’s was not only 

variable, but that it also targeted different aspects (of what?) during electoral 

periods. As I analyze the whole body of speeches I found that Uribe frequently 

referred to the pillars of his political plan: security, investment, economic growth 

and social inclusion. These words are the most frequently used words during his 

two terms and show the emphasis the politician put on reminding the public on 

his strategy, named Seguridad Democratica (Democratic Security). When I 

studied the two presidential terms separately, I found that during his first 4 years 

in office, he focused on the security portion of the strategy. In this particular 

period, words like terrorism, violence and security became frequent in the 

rhetoric of the President. However, during those years when he talked about 

security and terrorism, he did not drop from his rhetoric the need for union and 

social inclusion (mainly by referring to health, education and social programs). 

During his second term, despite high levels of popular support, his public 

image was severely affected as various scandals came to light. As his major 

scandal came from the discovery of the Falsos Positivos, it seemed that Uribe 

tried to approach it not by ignoring this scandal, but by talking about it and 

speaking about justice and rights (justicia and derechos, particularly on derechos 
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humanos human rights). Nonetheless, he put an even higher focus on words like 

inversion and inversionista (investor), reforma (reform), confianza (thrust) and the 

economy (economia, prosperidad, bancos, crisis, comercio and credito), that are 

the basis of his political strategy of security, investment and social inclusion. 

Interestingly enough, Uribe reduced the frequency of words like terrorism, force 

and violence. Under a scandal that compromised the good image of the military 

and the government, talking about terror and violence, in this case perpetrated by 

the state’s own established institutions, did not seem to be as appealing as it was 

to rely on his political strategy as a whole, to remind the audience of its virtues 

rather than its flaws. 

Even more interesting is that there are not only differences between the 

two presidential terms, but also that certain words became more frequent as the 

Election days drew nearer. In 2006, most of his campaign rhetoric was based on 

an idea of unity and the need to keep moving on, but without either forgetting OR 

putting to much impetus in security, violence and the economy. As it comes, 

Uribe’s rhetoric based itself on emotions of hope, as the possibility of reelecting 

him was the channel to keep moving on against terrorism and insecurity. The 

rhetoric during this electoral cycle was tailored in order to move the emotions and 

hopes of an electorate that rallies around a charismatic figure. In 2010, As Uribe 

was finishing his second presidential term and a third term was not possible, his 

rhetoric focused on the ideas he pretended to preserve rather than on the need 

for the nation to rally behind him. In a few words, he was trying to reelect his 

ideas and not himself. In this case, the rhetoric before the election was tailored in 
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order to bring to the public agenda concepts that made part of his broader (?) 

strategy, especially the Seguridad Democratica. Fear or hope were not the 

driving forces behind the discourse, but it seems that during the last months of 

his presidency he decided to remind his audience of his political, economic and 

military strategy. 

I laid the foundation into analyzing how presidential rhetoric works in a 

setting where terrorism and fear are constant rather than sporadic events. In 

recent literature, many authors have found that fear allows for politicians to 

gather support around their policies. As Lupia and Meening (2009) argue, most 

of these studies depart from the common assumption that a terrorist event has 

taken place, and politicians can decide either to induce or not induce fear based 

on this event. Here I study how fear in an environment where fear is already 

present is not the only tool that may be used by politicians to gather support 

around their policies. This thesis gives an understanding into how political 

rhetoric in developing countries, specifically in those that face internal armed 

conflicts and that still have to include their citizens in the political system, does 

not have similar strategies and possible impacts as in developed democracies, 

which have been the main focused on academic research. 

 In the case of Alvaro Uribe’s presidency in Colombia between 2002 and 

2010, he benefited from the previous existence of fear by appealing to more 

positive emotions, like union and hope. In the case of a charismatic and highly 

popular leader like Uribe, rather than rallying behind fear during his two terms, he 

decided to target positive emotions and appeal for union around him as the 
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reelection campaign approached. As he faced scandals during his second 

administration, his strategy was not to ignore them, but rather rally around the 

pillars of his strategy for security and economic and social prosperity. When the 

election of a new president became imminent, his rhetoric became more 

ideological and less emotional. In the end, he wanted his strategy to be elected 

through his protégé, as he could not rely only on the emotional attachment to his 

persona.  

As the newly elected Santos turned the back on his political strategy, 

Uribe’s rhetoric became one where fear mongering played a fundamental role in 

the opposition’s strategy. Since security conditions did improve during his 

presidency, the former president could use fear to generate an effect on public 

opinion. He preserved security’s place in the public agenda, and as so he was 

able to infuse fear of falling back into that state of continuous fearfulness 

experienced before his period.  

One potential area of further research is to study how the rhetoric of 

President Uribe changed as he left the presidency. One would presume that as 

soon as he became aware of how his strategy was left behind, he began acting 

according to what the literature has studied and found in the past, cases when a 

politician takes advantage of terrorist events to infuse fear in the society. If I are 

right, fear instead of hope is what would have allowed the newly created political 

party of Uribe to become an important force in the Congress and to later become 

a potential threat for the reelection of Santos that ran under a campaign for 

peace.  
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As state institutions fail to include the excluded, charismatic, savior-like 

leaders have a prosperous field to bloom, even at the expense of democracy 

itself. As long as new democracies continue to rely on individuals rather than on 

institutions to provide, protect and include constituents, the effect of presidential 

rhetoric and emotional manipulation on public opinion will be larger than that 

observed in more constituted democracies. As in this case of fear, hope and 

other emotional demons, presidential rhetoric in new democracies is a field for 

much further research.  
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Annexes  

Annex 1. Most Frequent Words in President Uribe's S peeches (2002-2010) 

 

Word Frequency % Frequency Word Frequency % Frequency

1 gobierno 26,215 0.863 51 obra 3,733 0.135
2 seguridad 17,251 0.772 52 salud 3,687 0.134
3 social 16,860 0.543 53 dificultades 3,683 0.134
4 Inversion 16,805 0.523 54 justicia 3,664 0.131
5 presidente 12,199 0.522 55 universidad 3,626 0.13
6 estado 11,518 0.517 56 mercado 3,611 0.13
7 nosotros 11,318 0.428 57 publica 3,588 0.129
8 familiar 10,462 0.36 58 Bogota 3,573 0.128
9 patria 9,288 0.355 59 paises 3,557 0.128

10 política 9,277 0.339 60 crecimiento 3,539 0.126
11 esfuerzo 9,116 0.337 61 posibilidad 3,467 0.125
12 democracia 8,738 0.329 62 solamente 3,375 0.124
13 terror 8,573 0.329 63 unidos 3,338 0.124
14 sector 7,793 0.323 64 vida 3,306 0.123
15 confianza 7,647 0.306 65 internacional 3,265 0.123
16 avanzar 6,908 0.272 66 nuestros 3,224 0.119
17 reforma 6,725 0.266 67 programa 3,202 0.118
18 empresa 6,016 0.261 68 trabajadores 3,166 0.118
19 compatriotas 5,886 0.211 69 falta 3,116 0.118
20 problema 5,858 0.211 70 comercio 2,995 0.117
21 Economía 5,595 0.205 71 camino 2,978 0.117
22 derechos 5,230 0.194 72 responsabilidad 2,955 0.116
23 ministro 5,227 0.192 73 transparencia 2,922 0.113
24 ley 5,103 0.188 74 gobernador 2,913 0.113
25 congreso 4,975 0.187 75 tiempo 2,907 0.111
26 comunidad 4,910 0.179 76 segundo 2,808 0.111
27 alcalde 4,747 0.178 77 violencia 2,741 0.109
28 recursos 4,741 0.177 78 crisis 2,732 0.109
29 mundo 4,726 0.176 79 temas 2,565 0.109
30 paz 4,723 0.175 80 cobertura 2,562 0.108
31 ayuda 4,640 0.174 81 infraestructura 2,501 0.107
32 guerrilla 4,611 0.174 82 compromiso 2,492 0.107
33 proceso 4,557 0.17 83 plan 2,489 0.106
34 pobreza 4,536 0.167 84 banco 2,435 0.106
35 republica 4,445 0.166 85 calidad 2,428 0.104
36 general 4,424 0.165 86 farc 2,426 0.104
37 poder 4,286 0.16 87 tasa 2,409 0.104
38 sena 4,277 0.159 88 regiones 2,376 0.103
39 Educación 4,198 0.154 89 departamento 2,368 0.103
40 acuerdo 4,195 0.153 90 municipios 2,335 0.103
41 proyecto 4,042 0.153 91 adelante 2,312 0.102
42 fuerza 4,025 0.15 92 paramilitares 2,293 0.102
43 privado 4,023 0.149 93 fuerzas 2,233 0.102
44 nacion 4,004 0.148 94 presupuesto 2,155 0.101
45 servicio 3,856 0.148 95 ciudadanos 2,118 0.101
46 empleo 3,849 0.146 96 semana 2,098 0.101
47 pueblo 3,848 0.143 97 fondo 2,094 0.099
48 tarea 3,809 0.137 98 lucha 2,088 0.098
49 accion 3,792 0.136 99 seguir 2,087 0.098
50 medio 3,783 0.135 100 plazo 2,085 0.098
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Annex 2. Most Frequent Words in President Uribe's S peeches (2002-2006) 

 

Word Frequency % Frequency Word Frequency % Frequency

1 social 5,038 0.46 51 credito 1,358 0.12
2 seguridad 4,922 0.45 52 todavia 1,352 0.12
3 bien 4,183 0.38 53 familias 1,348 0.12
4 tema 4,103 0.37 54 haciendo 1,336 0.12
5 politica 3,300 0.30 55 empresas 1,332 0.12
6 publica 2,820 0.26 56 camino 1,330 0.12
7 esfuerzo 2,715 0.25 57 necesita 1,300 0.12
8 terrorismo 2,699 0.25 58 solamente 1,293 0.12
9 pueblo 2,365 0.21 59 paises 1,287 0.12

10 comunidad 2,236 0.20 60 mejor 1,283 0.12
11 congreso 2,224 0.20 61 medio 1,270 0.12
12 ministro 2,223 0.20 62 comercio 1,266 0.12
13 fuerza 2,213 0.20 63 gobernador 1,260 0.11
14 recursos 2,204 0.20 64 àque 1,249 0.11
15 economia 2,187 0.20 65 falta 1,241 0.11
16 sector 2,173 0.20 66 derrotar 1,239 0.11
17 confianza 2,166 0.20 67 publico 1,235 0.11
18 democratica 2,063 0.19 68 ciudad 1,232 0.11
19 ley 2,049 0.19 69 menos 1,231 0.11
20 inversion 1,974 0.18 70 buena 1,230 0.11
21 pasado 1,969 0.18 71 alcalde 1,228 0.11
22 sena 1,940 0.18 72 instituciones 1,217 0.11
23 democracia 1,910 0.17 73 problemas 1,212 0.11
24 tarea 1,825 0.17 74 esfuerzos 1,210 0.11
25 paz 1,807 0.16 75 materia 1,205 0.11
26 poder 1,806 0.16 76 compromiso 1,201 0.11
27 van 1,802 0.16 77 despues 1,192 0.11
28 crecimiento 1,791 0.16 78 terroristas 1,192 0.11
29 acuerdo 1,771 0.16 79 departamento 1,179 0.11
30 proceso 1,767 0.16 80 decision 1,168 0.11
31 reforma 1,762 0.16 81 debate 1,162 0.11
32 mundo 1,745 0.16 82 plan 1,154 0.11
33 unidos 1,742 0.16 83 municipios 1,149 0.10
34 programa 1,698 0.15 84 debe 1,147 0.10
35 problema 1,637 0.15 85 necesitamos 1,143 0.10
36 empresa 1,587 0.14 86 ayuda 1,141 0.10
37 educacion 1,575 0.14 87 construir 1,140 0.10
38 podemos 1,507 0.14 88 llegar 1,140 0.10
39 general 1,501 0.14 89 frente 1,136 0.10
40 empleo 1,494 0.14 90 trabajo 1,134 0.10
41 vida 1,446 0.13 91 tiempo 1,130 0.10
42 transparencia 1,438 0.13 92 tratado 1,121 0.10
43 manera 1,436 0.13 93 dificil 1,116 0.10
44 paso 1,428 0.13 94 internacional 1,116 0.10
45 salud 1,426 0.13 95 referendo 1,110 0.10
46 universidad 1,413 0.13 96 construccion 1,095 0.10
47 accion 1,400 0.13 97 venido 1,092 0.10
48 dificultades 1,391 0.13 98 droga 1,091 0.10
49 bogota 1,386 0.13 99 traves 1,090 0.10
50 mayor 1,365 0.12 100 pueda 1,089 0.10
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Annex 3. Most Frequent Words in President Uribe's S peeches (2006-2010) 

 

Word Frequency % Frequency Word Frequency % Frequency

1 social 5,038 0.46 51 credito 1,358 0.12
2 seguridad 4,922 0.45 52 todavia 1,352 0.12
3 bien 4,183 0.38 53 familias 1,348 0.12
4 tema 4,103 0.37 54 haciendo 1,336 0.12
5 politica 3,300 0.30 55 empresas 1,332 0.12
6 publica 2,820 0.26 56 camino 1,330 0.12
7 esfuerzo 2,715 0.25 57 necesita 1,300 0.12
8 terrorismo 2,699 0.25 58 solamente 1,293 0.12
9 pueblo 2,365 0.21 59 paises 1,287 0.12

10 comunidad 2,236 0.20 60 mejor 1,283 0.12
11 congreso 2,224 0.20 61 medio 1,270 0.12
12 ministro 2,223 0.20 62 comercio 1,266 0.12
13 fuerza 2,213 0.20 63 gobernador 1,260 0.11
14 recursos 2,204 0.20 64 àque 1,249 0.11
15 economia 2,187 0.20 65 falta 1,241 0.11
16 sector 2,173 0.20 66 derrotar 1,239 0.11
17 confianza 2,166 0.20 67 publico 1,235 0.11
18 democratica 2,063 0.19 68 ciudad 1,232 0.11
19 ley 2,049 0.19 69 menos 1,231 0.11
20 inversion 1,974 0.18 70 buena 1,230 0.11
21 pasado 1,969 0.18 71 alcalde 1,228 0.11
22 sena 1,940 0.18 72 instituciones 1,217 0.11
23 democracia 1,910 0.17 73 problemas 1,212 0.11
24 tarea 1,825 0.17 74 esfuerzos 1,210 0.11
25 paz 1,807 0.16 75 materia 1,205 0.11
26 poder 1,806 0.16 76 compromiso 1,201 0.11
27 van 1,802 0.16 77 despues 1,192 0.11
28 crecimiento 1,791 0.16 78 terroristas 1,192 0.11
29 acuerdo 1,771 0.16 79 departamento 1,179 0.11
30 proceso 1,767 0.16 80 decision 1,168 0.11
31 reforma 1,762 0.16 81 debate 1,162 0.11
32 mundo 1,745 0.16 82 plan 1,154 0.11
33 unidos 1,742 0.16 83 municipios 1,149 0.10
34 programa 1,698 0.15 84 debe 1,147 0.10
35 problema 1,637 0.15 85 necesitamos 1,143 0.10
36 empresa 1,587 0.14 86 ayuda 1,141 0.10
37 educacion 1,575 0.14 87 construir 1,140 0.10
38 podemos 1,507 0.14 88 llegar 1,140 0.10
39 general 1,501 0.14 89 frente 1,136 0.10
40 empleo 1,494 0.14 90 trabajo 1,134 0.10
41 vida 1,446 0.13 91 tiempo 1,130 0.10
42 transparencia 1,438 0.13 92 tratado 1,121 0.10
43 manera 1,436 0.13 93 dificil 1,116 0.10
44 paso 1,428 0.13 94 internacional 1,116 0.10
45 salud 1,426 0.13 95 referendo 1,110 0.10
46 universidad 1,413 0.13 96 construccion 1,095 0.10
47 accion 1,400 0.13 97 venido 1,092 0.10
48 dificultades 1,391 0.13 98 droga 1,091 0.10
49 bogota 1,386 0.13 99 traves 1,090 0.10
50 mayor 1,365 0.12 100 pueda 1,089 0.10
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Annex 4. Declarations - Most Frequently Used of Wor ds of Interest- Average 2002-
2010 versus electoral years  

Word Global % Words Global %

fuerza 1.4 mundo 1.81

publico 1.23 terror 1.81

terror 1.09 accion 1.29

electoral 0.63 coca 1.29

derrotar 0.57 fuerza 1.29

voto 0.53 policia 1.29

ejercito 0.38 tarea 1.29

policia 0.36 asesinar 1.03

referendo 0.36 droga 1.03

constitucion 0.35 FARC 1.03

democracia 0.35 narcotrafico 1.03

patria 0.32 publico 1.03

politica 0.32 decision 0.78

mundo 0.31 municipio 0.78

orden 0.31 pagar 0.78

secuestrar 0.31 puerto 0.78

seguridad 0.28 recompensa 0.78

violencia 0.28 seguridad 0.78

paz 0.26 social 0.78

ley 0.25 teniente 0.78

FARC 0.23 arrancar 0.52

justicia 0.23 avanzar 0.52

apoyar 0.21 control 0.52

asesinar 0.21 derrotar 0.52

comando 0.21 ejercito 0.52

presencia 0.21 energia 0.52

ayudar 0.2 erradicar 0.52

defensa 0.2 gobierno 0.52

dolor 0.2 matar 0.52

importar 0.2 miseria 0.52

fiscalia 0.19 renovar 0.52

proceso 0.19 responsable 0.52

proteger 0.19 sembrar 0.52

democratico 0.17 sobreviviente 0.52

acuerdo 0.16 venir 0.52

libertad 0.16 victoria 0.52

social 0.16 acuerdo 0.26

consejo 0.15 agilizar 0.26

derecho 0.15 alimentaria 0.26

institucion 0.15 armas 0.26

2002-2010 2006
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Annex 5. T.V Addresses - Most Frequently Used of Wo rds of Interest and Global 
Frequency 2002-2010 versus electoral years 

 

Word Global % Word Global %

seguridad 0.74 fuerza 0.98

gobierno 0.68 secuestrar 0.88

social 0.68 terror 0.79

terror 0.65 trabajar 0.79

inversion 0.53 droga 0.69

politica 0.48 erradicar 0.69

democratico 0.43 poder 0.69

importar 0.42 policia 0.69

trabajar 0.41 apoyar 0.59

democracia 0.32 comunidad 0.59

unidad 0.31 asesinar 0.49

mundo 0.3 atender 0.49

confianza 0.29 confianza 0.49

droga 0.27 huracan 0.49

esfuerzo 0.26 selva 0.49

acuerdo 0.25 afectar 0.39

derecho 0.25 amor 0.39

avanzar 0.25 desastre 0.39

internacional 0.24 energia 0.39

proceso 0.23 erradicaracion 0.39

economia 0.23 esfuerzo 0.39

paz 0.22 evacuacion 0.39

nacion 0.21 local 0.39

sector 0.21 prevencion 0.39

familia 0.21 acuerdo 0.29

guerrilla 0.21 aereo 0.29

derrotar 0.2 alcantarillado 0.29

ley 0.19 archipielago 0.29

reformar 0.19 armada 0.29

relacion 0.18 asesinar 0.29

2002-2010 2006
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Annex 6. Military- Most Frequently Used of Words of  Interest and Global 
Frequency (2002-2010 versus electoral years 

Word Global % Word Global % Word Global %

fuerza 1.03 seguridad 1.86 seguridad 1.29

terror 0.86 politica 1.25 fuerza 0.78

seguridad 0.8 democratico 1.02 politica 0.58

policia 0.58 fuerza 0.99 violencia 0.57

politica 0.53 terror 0.74 policia 0.53

derrotar 0.35 social 0.57 paz 0.47

paz 0.3 publico 0.48 terror 0.41

secuestrar 0.29 confianza 0.48 secuestrar 0.4

social 0.26 policia 0.47 familia 0.36

derecho 0.25 familia 0.45 derecho 0.3

esfuerzo 0.24 accion 0.35 democratico 0.29

transparente 0.24 transparente 0.33 esfuerzo 0.27

confianza 0.23 esfuerzo 0.3 guerra 0.22

ejercito 0.21 derecho 0.29 social 0.22

humanos 0.2 paz 0.27 libertad 0.2

FARC 0.19 victoria 0.24 salud 0.2

guerrilla 0.19 trabajar 0.24 trabajar 0.2

paramilitar 0.19 salud 0.23 avanzar 0.19

trabajar 0.18 democracia 0.22 prosperar 0.19

orden 0.16 inversion 0.21 inversion 0.18

recuperar 0.15 derrotar 0.2 economia 0.16

justicia 0.15 paramilitar 0.2 guerrilla 0.16

ley 0.15 respetar 0.2 internacional 0.16

criminal 0.15 humanos 0.19 sacrificio 0.16

narcotrafico 0.15 recuperar 0.19 FARC 0.15

inversion 0.15 faltar 0.19 recuperar 0.15

salud 0.14 droga 0.18 ejercito 0.14

violencia 0.13 guerrilla 0.18 narcotrafico 0.14

libertad 0.13 amor 0.15 servicio 0.14

respetar 0.12 avanzar 0.15 unidad 0.14

2002-2010 2006 2010
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